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Results on graph congruences have recently been used to decide membership n varieties defined 
by wreath products. The general technique for doing so is explained. In particular an efficient 
algorithm is obtained for deciding when a semigroup divides a wreath product of a commutative 
monoid with locally trivial semigroup. 
Des resultats concernant les congruences sur les graphes ont r6cemment 6 6 utilis6s pour d6cider 
du probl~me d'appartenance h des vari&6s d6finies par le produit en couronne. On explique ici 
la technique g6n6rale qui permet de le faire. En particulier, on obtient un bon algorithme pour 
d6cider si un semigroupe divise un produit en couronne d'un monoide commutatif avec un 
semigroupe localement trivial. 
0. Introduction 
A natural problem arising in automaton theory is to determine when a given 
machine can be simulated by a serial connection of components with certain proper- 
ties. This problem can be dealt with in purely algebraic terms, replacing machines 
by semigroups, serial connection by wreath product and simulation by division. 
R~.zent work on such problems have used a graph-theoretic interpretation of the 
w eath product ([2, VIII.6], [3], [6]): the idea is to associate with the wreath product 
of two semigroups S and T a graph Gr and a graph congruence fls on Gr; proper- 
ties of fls are then interpreted back in the algebraic ontext. 
In this paper we will formalize this point of view and give several examples of 
questions that can be advantageously interpreted in this framework. In particular 
we establish an algorithm to decide when a semigroup can be decomposed as a 
wreath product of a commutative monoid and a locally trivial semigroup. 
Let S, T be semigroups. We say that T divides S and write T'( S if T is a morphic 
image of a subsemigroup of S. An S-variety V is a collection of finite semigroups 
closed under division and finite direct product. A similar definition is made for M- 
"~ -riety with monoids being considered instead. We refer the reader to [2] for terms 
• ~_:~t explicitely defined here. 
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The wreath product of S and T is defined as 
SoT=Sr 'xT ,  
where T" is the smallest monoid containing T and s t  stands for the set of alI 
functions f :  T" --,S; the product of S o T is defined by 
(f, u)(g, O) = (h, uo) 
where, for any t ~ T ' ,  th = (tf)((tu)g). The wreath product of two S-varieties V and 
W is defined as the S-variety 
V*W={U:  U< So T, SEV, T~W}. 
One can adapt this definition to the case where V or W is a M-variety. We consider 
the following question: given a semigroup U and varieties V and W, how can one 
decide if Ue  V .  W or not? 
The notion of congruence will play a central role in our approach. For any finite 
set A denote by A + (A*) the free semigroup (monoid) generated by A: we say that 
a semigroup S is A-generated iff there exists a congruence ), on A + such that S is 
isomorphic to A ÷/7. An  S-variety V is locally finite iff for any A there are finitely 
many A-generated semigroups in V; equivalently there exists for each A a con- 
gruence 7A such that an A-generated semigroup S is in V iff S is a morphic image 
of A+/TA . The same concepts can be defined in terms of monoids, A* and M- 
varieties instead. If {V,}/~r is a collection of S-varieties (M-varieties) we define 
V, Vi to be the smallest S-variety (M-variety) containing LJ, vi. Unless otherwise 
specified any congruence we discuss has finite index and every non-free semigroup 
or monoid is finite. 
Example 0.1. For any xeA* ,  a~A,  k>0,  we denote by Ix[ the length of x, by Ix[a 
the number of factorizations of x of the form X=xoaxj, by xak the prefix of length 
min{ Ix I, k} of x, and by xa~ kthe suffix of length rain{ Ix[, k} of x. On A + we define 
the congruence cr k by x ak Y iff XCt k =Yak, and the congruence to k by x to k y iff 
xogk=yco k. Considering the S-varieties 
and 
D~ = {S: for all e = e 2, Se = e and S k = S k+ 1 } 
Llk= {S: for all e=e z, eSe=e and S~=S k+' } 
we have that an A-generated semigroup S is in Dk (LIk) iff S is a morphic image 
of A+/o~k (A+/aktqcok). Thus D k and Llk are locally finite, but D=VkDk and 
LI = VkLlk are not. Next for any t>_0, q> 1, we define on A* the congruence )'4q 
by x Yt, q Y iff for all a cA,  Ixla = [y[a or Ixla, l -> t and Ixl -- [Yla (mod q). Con- 
sidering the M-variety 
Corot, q -  {M: for all m,n, mn=nm,  mt=m t+q} 
we have that an A-generated monoid M is in Comt.q iff M is a morphic image of 
A*/Tt, q. Thus Comt, q is finitely generated although Corn= Vt.q Comt, q is not. 
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1. Graph congruences 
A graph G=(V,A ,  ct, og) consists in a set V of vertices, a set A of edges and two 
mappings a, e9 : A--, V which to each edge a assigns the start vertex act and the end 
vertex a~o of that edge. Two edges a, b are consecutive iff  ao9 = ba. A path of length 
n,n>O, is a sequence of n consecutive edges; if x=a~. . .a , ,  is a path with 
a~, ..-, a,, cA ,  we let xa =a la  and xw =a,  oo. For each vertex v we allow an empty 
p~,, _- ~ of length 0 for which 1 oa = 1009 = v. Two paths x, y are coterminal, written 
z-- ,; iff xa =ya,  xo9 =yo9. A loop is a path x such that xa =xog. We define 
and 
xy = {a: a cA ,  x = XoaXl } 
xv= {v: ve  V and X=XoX I with x0a~ = v }. 
An equivalence fl on the set P of all paths in G is a graph congruence iff x fl y 
implies x-y ,  and x I flY1, x2 fl Y2, Xla~ = XECt imply x lx  2 B YlY2. A congruence y on 
A* induce a graph" congruence ? on G by defining for any two paths x ,y ,x~y iff 
x-Y  and x yy,  with the interpretation that 1 o ?x  if 1 yx;  on the other hand, for a 
grar~h congruence fl there might exist more than one congruence ? on A* such that 
= 3. One way of inducing a monoid M B from a graph congruence fl is to let 
M;~=P/f lU{1,O} with the product defined as [x]B[y]~=[xy] B if xoJ=yt~ and 
[x]ft [y], = 0 otherwise. 
For any M-variety V the graph congruence p is said to be a V-congruence iff there 
exists y on A* such that A* /~ e V and ~ c_ ft. In particular if M B e V, then B is a V- 
congruence, but this condition is obviously not necessary; see Example 1.1. We 
make the following observations. If V contains only one vertex, then P - -A*  and fl 
is a graph congruence on G iff B is a congruence on A*. For any subgraph 
G'= (V" E ,  a', ¢o') of G the restriction tic' of B to G' is a V-congruence whenever 
fl is a V-congruence. For any vertex v the set Mo={[x]B:xt~=x~o=v } forms a 
moaoid; we say that B is a locally V-congruence iff M o e V for all vertices v. Clear- 
1~ any V-congruence is also a locally V-congruence. The status of the converse 
depends on the specific V considered; see Examples 1.3 and 1.4 below. 
Example 1.1. Let a be an edge such that at~ and ao9 belong to distinct strongly con- 
nected components of G. Define x l~y  iff x-y  and [xla > 1 iff l y la> 1; note that 
lxla can only be 0 or 1. We show that fl is a V-congruence for any non-trivial V. 
Let Me V be any non-trivial monoid and let 0 : A*~M be any morphism, such that 
b0=# 1 iff b=a;  the induced congruence ¢ on A* is such that A* /qbeV and ~c_fl, 
thus proving the claim. Note that in particular fl is a G-congruence for any non- 
tr!vial variety G of groups although Mp ~ G. 
• e now show that, for non-trivial V, testing if fl is a V-congruence can be done 
L~ considering only the restrictions of ,6 to the various strongly connected com- 
ponents of the graph G. Suppose G contains r strongly connected components: for 
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i = 1, ..., r let G~ = (F,, A,, ai, (-Z)i) be the subgraphs of G that they determine and let 
~i be the restriction o f / / to  G~. 
Theorem 1.2. fl is a V-congruence i f f  fli is a V-congruence for  i = 1,..., r. 
Proof. If fl is a V-congruence, then the restriction of fl to any subgraph of G is a 
V-congruence. Suppose now that Pi is a V-congruence for i = 1,..., r; there then ex- 
ists ¢~i: A*--'M~, Mi e V, such that xCpiy implies xfl, y: we extend this morphism to 
dPi: A*~M,  by letting a¢~= 1 if aCiAi. Let also Ao=A-  ~ iA i ,  i.e. A 0 consists of 
those edges a for which aa and aa9 belong to distinct strongly connected components 
of G. If A0 = {al, . . . ,as}, choose for each j=  1, . . . , s  a non-trivial Mr+j eV and a 
morphism q)r+j : A* '°Mr+j  such that b~)r+ j ~ 1 iff b = aj. Let ~ : A*~M 1 ×...  × Mr+s 
be defined by a~ = (adpl, ..., a~r+s). If x-y  and x¢ =y¢,  then X=Xoblxl "" bnx,, 
Y =yobtyl "'" bny,, where bl, ..., bn eAo,  and for j =0 . . . .  , n, xj,yj ~ A~, x j -y j  and 
xj~,j =YjCPi~. Hence xj Bi~ Yj and since/1~ is the restriction of fl, also xj pyj .  This 
proves that x f ly  and fl is thus a V-congruence. [] 
Example 1.3. Let H be a non-trivial M-variety consisting only of groups and sup- 
pose that fl is a locally H-congruence. We show that p is a H-congruence. By 
Theorem 1.2 we can assume that G is strongly connected. Select a vertex o and for 
each vertex oi choose paths x,, y, such that xia = y, o9 = o, xio9 = y,a = oi and y,x i ,8 to,. 
Define 0 : A*~Mo by aq) = [xtayj]p if act = oi, aa9 = o j .  If xa = oi, x(1) = Oj, then 
x¢ = [x, xyj]p. Now if x-y  and x0 =yO, we get xixYj ,Sx, yyj. Multiplying on the left 
by y, and on the right by xj we deduce that xf ly ,  so that fl is a V-congruence. 
Example 1.4. Let G be the following graph: 
¢ 
Define xf ly  iff x-y  and (x =y  or Ixl, l Yl > 3). Let x, y be loops about some vertex 
o. If x= lo or y= 1 o, then xy=yx;  otherwise ]xyl>3 so that xyf lyx .  Thus fl is a 
locally Corn-congruence. On the other hand fl cannot be a Corn-congruence since 
A*/7 ~ Corn would imply abc ~ cba, so that ~7 would not refine/L 
The next theorem is basically a result of Straubing [7]. Let Bn denote the monoid 
{(i, j ) :  1 < i, j_< n} 13 {0, 1 } with multiplication defined as (i, j)(k, p) = (i, p) if j = k 
and ( i , j ) (k ,p)=0 otherwise. Note that 
B n <B 2 × ... ×B 2 (I-log 2 n'] times). 
Theorem 1.5. I f  B2 ~ V, then fl is a V-congruence i f f  Mp ~ V. 
Proof. Consider the morphism O:A*--,Mp induced by aC~=[a] B. It is clear that 
A*/(p < M~ and that ~c_ ft. Thus if Mp~V,  fl is a V-congruence. Conversely if 17 is 
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a V-congruence there exists a congruence ~, on A* such that A*/), e V and ? c ft. Let 
the vertices of G be o~,..., o n. Consider the submonoid M of A*/7 × Bn generated 
by the set {([x]y,(i,j)); there exists a path y such that xyy ,  ya=o, ,  yw=oj} .  
Define ~ :M-~M/3 by ([x]r, (i,j))q~ = [Y]B: it is easily verified that q~ is a morphism. 
Hence M~<A*/7×Bn and M~eV.  [] 
Example 1.6. One important source of examples of graphs consists of what are 
k-.~wn as semigroup automata. Let T be an A-generated semigroup: for clarity, if 
xe  A* we write x for the value in T of the string x. The graph Gr  is defined as 
(T', T" x A, a, w) where (o, a)a = v and (o, a)w = oa. For x = al"" an eA*,  o e T' ,  we 
write x,, to denote the path lo if n = 0, or the path (v, al)(oa~, a2) "-" (oa~ ... a~_ i, a~) 
if n>0.  This establishes a bijection between {xo: xeA* ,ve  T '}  and the set PT of 
paths in GT. 
2. Graph congruences and wreath products 
Let T be an A-generated semigroup, fl a graph congruence on GT. This induces 
a : 3ngruence on A + by requesting that xf l *Ty  iff x~ flYo for all v e T'.  
Lemma 2.1. I f  fl is a V-congruence, then A+/fl*T< Mo T for  some MeV.  
Proof. Let J be a congruence on (T" ×A)* such that M= (T" x A)* / J  e V and 3 c_ ft. 
Define q~ :A + ~M o T by aq~ = (fa, a) where ofa = [ao]J. One verifies that x¢ = (fx, x) 
where Ufx = [xo]6. Thus xO =yq~ implies x=y which in turn implies that x U-yv for 
any oe  T' .  Also xgp=yCp implies xvJYo: since tYC,8, we get xvf ly  o for all ue  T ' ,  
hence x fl*T y. This shows that A + /f l*T < M o T. [] 
We can now relate graph congruences and wreath products. We will consider the 
ca~c when V is an M-variety and W is an S-variety, but other combinations can be 
sim~iarly handled. 
Theorem 2.2. Let S=A+/ J  be an A-generated semigroup. Then SeV.W i f f  
J 3 fl*T where Te  W is an A-generated semigroup and fl is a V-congruence on G r. 
Proof. If d~ _ ,fl*T, then S < A+/f l*T< M o T for some Me V by Lemma 2.1. Hence 
SeV .W.  For the converse let J be a congruence on A + such that A~/ J<M o T' 
with M e V and T 'e  W. There exists ~0 :A + ~M o T' such that xq~ = y0  implies x J y. 
Let n : Mo  T'--*T' be the'projection. Let T=A+q~n: thus T< T' and T is an A- 
generated semigroup in W. Define an equivalence on PT by x U flYu iff  xq~ =yq~; ,8 is 
cle?rly a V-congruence. We now have xf l *Ty  iff xq~ =yq~ which implies x Jy ;  thus 
J= :~*T as was to be shown. [] 
Example 2.3. Let S =A+/ J  and T=A+/y  be A-generated semigroups. Define J '  on 
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GT by xot~'y o iff xo-Yo and x3y;  ~" is a graph congruence and ~'*T=d~f)~,c& 
Thus, if 8' is a V-congruence we get S < M o T for some Me V, but this condition 
is not necessary. Note that the monoid M,~. is equal to c/i" where # is the derived 
semigroup of the morphism ~:A+/3f' Iy-- 'A+/y, as introduced in [8]. 
Example 2.4. Let S and T be as in the previous example. Define o ~ on GT by x o 8y v 
iff xo-Yo and wx¢5 wy for any w~A* such that w= o;/~ is a graph congruence and 
$*T=d~tqyc_tL Note also that d'c_$. In the language of [5], $ is a geometric 
parametrization. It is clear that if t$ is a V-congruence, then S<Mo T for some 
MeV.  Conversely suppose that ~gf l *T  for some V-congruence /~; define on 
Gr: xo fll Yo iff xu flY,, for all u e T" o. It is easily verified that/~1 is a V-congruence. 
Moreover x o fll Yo implies that (wx)u fl (wY)u for all u ~ T" and all w such that w=o. 
Thus wx t~ wy for all such w and so fll c_ $. This proves that t~ is a V-congruence. 
Example 2.5. We now consider the question of deciding membership in V • W. Sup. 
pose that W is a locally finite S-variety and let y be the congruence on A + such that 
an A-generated semigroup T belongs to W iff T is a morphic image of A+/y. 
Then, for any congruence t5 on A +, tS_~ fl*T for some A-generated TeW and V- 
congruence ,0 iff ~5_ fll *A+/Y for some V-congruence ill- By Example 2.4 this is 
true iff the congruence $ on G = GA*/y is a V-congruence. We can thus decide the 
membership roblem in the following cases. 
(i) If V is locally finite; let Yl be the congruence on (A+/y" xA)* generating V for 
this alphabet. Then S=A+/tSeV*W iff ,~l c_t~. 
(ii) If V is a variety of groups with a decidable membership roblem. If V is the 
trivial variety, then V* W=W;  membership is then decidable since W is locally 
finite. If V is non-trivial, then by Example 1.3, $ is a V-congruence iff the monoid 
M o e V for each vertex o of G, which is decidable by assumption on V. 
Off) If V is a variety containing the monoid BE and with a decidable membership 
problem. Then $ is a V-congruence iff M,~e V by Theorem 1.5. Hence the question 
is decidable. 
Example 2.6. The previous example stresses the importance of W being locally 
finite. For example, consider the S-variety D = {S: Se= e for all e= e 2 } introduced 
in Example 0.1. D is not locally finite but Te D iff there exists k_> 0 such that 
TED, ,  and Dk is locally finite. Thus when trying to decide membership of 
S e V • D, it is useful to be able to bound the value of k that need to be considered 
in the right-hand factor. This question has been solved in [7] in the following way. 
Given S = A+/~5 one considers the graph GF~ = (IRE, AE, Ct, co) where 
Ve={e:eeS ,  e=e2}, Ae={(e, esf, f ) :e ,s ,  feS ,  e=e2, f=f2},  
(e, esf, f )a  = e, (e, esf, f)a~ =f, 
and the graph congruence 8e defined by p 8e q iff p--  q and p = q where p = e if 
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p -_- 1 e and 
p = eoslel ... e n _ lsnen if p = (e 0, eosle 1 , e l ) . . .  (e~_ i, e, _ ls~e~, en). 
It is then possible to show that if there exists k > 0 such that ~ is a V-congruence 
on Gr  where T=A+/Ogk,  then fie is a V-congruence as well; conversely if fie is a V- 
congruence, then ~ is also a V-congruence on Gr  for T=A+/O~k where k=lS  ]. 
Thus suppose that Se  V ,D ;  there exists T=A+/a~k such that ~ is a V-congruence 
o,.: G z. This implies that J~ is a V-congruence on Ge which in turn implies that ~ is 
a ~'-congruence on Gr  with T=A+/Ogk,  k= IS I. Thus S~V *Dis I by Theorem 2.2. 
Example 2.7. Let k>_0 and T 1 =A+/akNo Jk ,  Tz=A+/o Jk ,  G 1 =Gr, ,  G2=GT2, fll a 
congruence on G1. Let Ak= {Zl, . . . ,Z ,} and define q~ "A '~A~x ... xA~ (r times) 
by (v,a)q~=(1,... , l) if u=[w]~, k with [w[<k, and (v, a)gp = ((vl, a), ... , (v,, a)) if 
v=[wLk with Iw] =k,  where O,=[ZiW]~kn~ok. Define a congruence ~2 on G 2 by 
xo f12 Yo iff x o - y~, xockn , fll YoC/)nz, where ni is the projection on the ith coordinate, 
and ]X~!b = ]Y,j[O for any edge in Bz={b:beAz ,  ba, boJ lie in different strongly 
connected components}. It is verified that if fll is a V-congruence for some non- 
trivial V, then flz is also a V-congruence. Every path in G 2 has the form pq with 
p¢Bi  ~, qE(Az-B2)*: also (pq)(p=qck. Suppose xof l2y  v for all o~V 2. Then 
x,, =pq,  Yo =Pq '  and qc/)n, fll q'f])lti for i = 1, ..., r. Let now u e V l : if u = [z, W]aknc~  
with i w! = k, then x u fll Yu since xu = (Xiwl,o)gPn,; if u = [w]a,n~,~ with [w[ < k, then 
/ '  
xu = (u, al)(uF,,a2) "" (un_ i, an) "'" (Urn-l, a,,) 
where (u~, a~+ 1) e A1 - B1 iff i >_ n. Letting v = [w]o~ , e V2 and supposing xo f12 Yo we 
deduce that Yu ~ P~ must have the form 
l ! l ? 
(u, al)(ul ,  a2) "- (Un-1, an)(Un, an) ' "  (Us-1, as). 
Moreover (un, a,, . l) "" (urn- 1, am) = qOn~ if wal "" an = Z~ and similarly (u~, am + 1) "" 
! I (u, _ ~, a~) = q q~n,. Thus for any u ~ V1, xu fla Yu. We have shown that fll * Tl c_ f12 * T2 
an£ this proves that V • Lie c_ V • Dk for any non-trivial V. Since the other inclusion 
is .:f.vial, equality holds. This result was first noticed in [7]. 
We end this section by some remarks about S-varieties of the form LV = 
{S: eSee V for all e = e2e S}. It is clear that S e LV iff the graph congruence fie on 
Gr: has the property that My e V for any vertex o, i.e. j~ is a locally V-congruence. 
Since this property holds when fie is a V-congruence, we deduce that V • D c_ LV. 
We can characterize in graph-theoretic terms the case when equality will hold. 
Theorem 2.8. V ,  D = LV i f f  every locally V-congruence is a V-congruence.  
P,~3of. The sufficiency of the condition follows from the remarks above. Converse- 
ly: if V is a variety of groups, then the result follows by Example 1.3. Else V con- 
tains the monoid { 1, 0} and thus whenever S e V, S LI {0} e V as well. Now let fl be 
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a local V-congruence on a graph G. One easily checks that S/~=M B-  {1} eLV. If 
S# ~ V * D, then the congruence OE on the graph of idempotents G E of S B would be 
a V-congruence, i.e. there would exist a congruence y on A~- such that A~/~,eV 
and ?---Oe- Consider O:A*~A~ defined by aq~=([1J#,[a]&[l~,JB). Then 
A*/Oy ~ V and clearly OY c_ ft. [] 
It follows from Example 1.3 that H ,D=LH for any non-trivial variety of 
groups, and from Example 1.4 that Corn,  D #: LCom. In the next section we pro- 
ceed to give an effective characterization f the S-variety Corn • D. 
3. An effective characterization of Com,  D 
The semigroup S=A+/~ is in Com *D iff it is in Com ,Dis  I . Thus it suffices to 
be able to decide if the congruence ~ on Gr with T=A+/tOlsl is a Com. 
congruence. This question is resolved by the 
Theorem 3.1. fl is a Corn-congruence i f f  xyz fl zyx for  any paths x,y, z such that 
X~Z.  
Since also S ~ Corn * D iff the graph congruence fie on the graph of idempotents 
G E of S is a Corn-congruence, we deduce that S~Com,D iff e:eEtelue2 =
elueztelse2 for every s, t, u, el -- e 2, e2 = e 2 e S. This yields a reasonable algorithm for 
deciding membership in Corn * D. 
We will need some more definitions. Let ~o~ be the congruence of infinite index 
on A* defined by xyo~ y iff IX[a= [Y[a for all aeA.  For any graph G, let 0 denote 
the graph conguence generated by the relation xyz 0 zyx for x -  z; 0 also has infinite 
index. Finally for any t_>0, q_ l ,  0t, q is the congruence on G generated by 
xyzOzyx  for x-z ,  and xtOx t+q for all loops x. It is trivial that 0c_~ and 
0t, q c_ Yt, q. Lemma 3.2 below shows that 0= ~.  Since fl is a Corn-congruence iff
fl~-Yt, q for some t_>0, q_> 1, Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the existence, for any 
t,q, of t'_>O, q'_> 1 such that ~t;q,C_Ot.q. 
Lemma 3.2. ?~ c_ 0. 
Proof. Let x~o~y. If [x[_<l, then x=y and xOy.  Otherwise x=axo, y=bYo: if 
a= b then x0 P~ Y0 and by induction hypothesis x o OYo, so that x Oy. If a~b,  we 
must have x=ax lbx  2, y = bylaY2, where xl = al "" an. If n =0, then a is a loop so 
that y Oaby~y2. Let then n>0.  Suppose first that Yl =WlalZl; then a-bw,  and 
y 0 aalalbwly2. Suppose next that for some i between 2 and n we have Yl = w~aizi 
and Y2 = w2a~-  lbWlZ2; then bw I - aw2a ,_ 1 so that y 0 aw2a i_ laizlbwlz2. Otherwise 
it must be that YE=wanZ; in this case by l -awan and yOawanby~z. We have 
shown that y can always be transformed to a path of the form az and the lemma 
follows. [] 
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Lernma 3.3. For  any G = ( V, A ,  a, og ), t >_ O, there exists n = n( G, t ) such that I x l ~ > n 
implies x 0 w(ay)tz. 
Proof. Let n = IV[ + t(2 IAI - 1)+ 1 and suppose that X=Xoax 1 ... axn+ 1. By com- 
muting loops if necessary we can assume that (XoaX ~. . .ax lv l )v=xv .  Suppose 
that, for some j>lvI, axj=wowawz for some loop w 1 with l=/:w~:/:axj; since 
xcc. :~: . . .ax lv  I =UoU 1 with Uom= wla,  we have 
ulax]v[+ 1 ... Wo~W I and xOuow~u~axtvl+ ~ ... WoW2...axn+ 1. 
Continuing in this way we can transform x to xoaxl "" aXn+ 1 where for each 
j>iv], laxjlo<_l for any edge b. By our choice of n there must be t indices 
Jl, .... j~ such that axj, ~ ... ~ axj .  By Lemma 2.1 they are all congruent o the 
same ay. Using commutativity of loops again we get that x 0 w(ay)tz. [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let  x, yeP  be such that fo r  all a~A,  ]X[a>lY[~. Then xOwyz  fo r  
some w, z ~ P. 
Proof. If l Yl = 0, the result is trivial. Let y =Y0a; by induction hypothesis we know 
th;~. :;0 wyoz. Since 0c_9= we have [wla+ Izl > 1. If w= woawlaw2, then awl -  1~ 
ar~ x0 woaw2Yoazlzoaz 2. If Z=zoaz~az2, then az~-  lat ~ and xO wyoaZ~zoaz 2. If 
w= w oaw I and z = zoazl , thenzo-  laa and x O WoZoawl yoaz I . The result follows. [] 
Lemma 3.5. Let  x ~ P and y be a loop about  x such that [ Y]a = 1 and [xla > t >_ 1 fo r  
any a e yy. Then there exists z such that x 0 zy t. 
Proof. If t = 1, Lemma 3.4 says that x 0 wyz  for some w, z e P. Since y is a loop and 
x ~ wyz, we get x 0 wzy. If t > 1, using Lemma 3.4 again yields that x 0 wyz  so that 
x 0 wzy. Now ]wz[~ > t -  I, so by induction wz 0 uy t- 1. Hence x 0 uy t. U 
Le~,~ma 3.6. Let  y be a loop such that I Y l~ ~ 0 (mod q) fo r  all a; then y 0 z q fo r  
so: :e loop z. 
Proof. For any a eA ,  let k a be such that t y la=kaq.  Construct a graph G0= 
(Vo, Ao, ct, co) where Vo= V, Ao={a l , . . . ,ak , :  ae  yy} ,  a ia=aa,  a im=am.  Consider 
the path Y0 obtained from y by replacing the first q occurences of a by a~, the next 
q occurences of a by a2 and so on. Then [ y0]a,=q for all a, eA  0. Since y is a loop 
it must be that Ea~=o ka = ]~a,o=o/ca for any o ~ V; this implies that for any vertex v 
of V0, the number of edges entering v is equal to the number of edges leaving v. 
Such graphs admit eulerian paths, i.e. there exists a loop z0 such that ]z0 la, = 1 for 
al- a, cA0 [1]. Then yoy~Z q and by Lemma 3.2, Yo Oz q. Reverting back any oc- 
cv .~nce of a, in z0 to an a, we get a loop z in G such that y Oz q. [] 
Lernma 3.7. Let  x be a path and  y be a loop about xo9 such that [x[,~> t > 1 fo r  any 
a ~ yy. Then x Or. q xY q. 
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Proof.  If [y[ =0 there is nothing to prove. If [ 1 for all aeyy ,  then by Lemma 
3.5, x 0 zy t, so that x Or, q zy t as well. Since yt Ot 'q y t + q, we deduce that x Or, q xyq. If 
l y [o>l  for some aey),  it must be that Y=YoYiYz for some loop y~ such that 
0 < [ Yl[ < [ Y[. We get by induction on y that x Ot, q X(yoY2) q. Since IxY0[~ > t for any 
a eYl ~', we also have xYo Ot, q xyoY~ t and thus x Ot, q xYoy~Yz(yoY2) q- 1. The fact that 
Yq ~o~ YoYqY2(YoY2) q- l implies that x Ot, q xY q by using Lemma 3.2. [] 
Lemma 3.8. For any graph G, r>>_O, q> 1, there exists m = m(G, r) such that x ~m, qY 
implies that there exists weP  such that ]w[a>_lX]a for  all aeE ,  X~r, qW and 
Y Or, q W. 
Proof.  Let m(G, r)= n(G, r)+ 1, where n is the function defined in lemma 3.3, and 
suppose XYm, qY. For each a such that [xla>ly[a, it must be that lyla>n(G,r). 
Consider any such edge a; by Lemma 3.3, y 0 uo(au)rul. Hence y Or, q Uo(au)r+kqu 1 
for all k_>0; choose k such that r+kq>_]xla. We thus obtained a word w I such 
that YOr, qWl and ]wl[b_> lYtb for all beE;  in particular IWllb>n(G,r) for any b 
such that lxlb > I wl lb. Reapplying Lemma 3.3 as often as necessary we construct a
word w such that ]wIa_> Ixla for all seA and y 0r, q w; thus also y ~r,q w and, since 
re>r,  X ~r, q W. [] 
Lemma 3.9. For any G, t >_ 1, q_> 1, there exists r = r(G, t) such that x Yr, q Y and 
> I [Yla-]xla for  all aeA  imply y Ot, qXZ for  some loop z. 
Proof.  Let ri = t + i. Let p be the longest common prefix of x and y and write 
x=pxo,  Y=PYo. We claim that if ly0),l_<i, X?r,,qY and ]xla_<ly[a, then the 
lemma holds. If i=0,  then x=y and we take z=l .  Let i>0 .  If x0=l ,  then 
x ~r,, q XYo: hence for any a e Y0Y we have that l Y0 la -0  (mod q) and I x[a > t _> 1. By 
Lemma 3.6, Yo 0 z q and by Lemma 3.7, x Or, q xz q. This shows that x Ot.q XYo. Other- 
wise x=pax 1, y=pby l  and since Ix]a<_ly]a, y l=wau.  First suppose that 
bw=woW 1 and U=UoU 1 with w0to=u0og. Then Wo-aU o and yOpauoWlWoUl, so 
that y ~r,,qpaUoWlWoU 1 as well. The length of the common prefix can thus be in- 
creased until we get to a point where x=paxl ,  y=pbwau and (bw)vNuv=f£ 
Observe that xlyN(bw)y=O as well: indeed if xl=x2cx3 with ce(bw)y  and 
x2~,fq(bw)=O, then it must be that x2yc_ u),, hence x2o3=cote (bw)vNuv, a con- 
tradiction. We can thus assume that (bw)yN(au)y=O and xwcuy .  This implies 
that [bwlc-O (modq) and that [p lc>t+i -1 .  By Lemma 3.6, bwOs q and by 
Lemma 3.7, p Ot+,_ 1,q P sq: thus y Or+,_ l,q pau and y Yt+~- 1,qpaU also. Moreover 
[ pau I c >-- [Xlc for all c e A and [ url _< i -  1. Using the induction hypothesis on i, the 
claim is proved. Hence the lemma holds with r= t+ lA I .  [] 
We are now in position to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof  of Theorem 1. If fl is a Com-congruence, then there exists t_> 0, q >_ 1 such 
that Yt, q c_ fl: hence xyz fl zyx for any paths x, 3,, z such that x -  z. Conversely suppose 
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that fl satisfies the given equation: since fl has finite index it also satisfies x t fiX t+q 
for all loops x, for some t_>0, q>_l. Thus Ot, qC_fl. If t=0  fl is a locally Corn0, q- 
congruence hence also a Com0,q-Congruence by Example 1.3. If t _  1, we claim that 
?p, qC_ Ot, q for p=m(G, r (G ,  t+ 1)). By Lemma 3.8 we can find w such that X~r,q w, 
wOt, qY and Iwla>--IXla for all aeA.  By Lemma 3.9, WOt+I,qXZ for some loop z. 
Since xyr, qW we also have x~t+l ,qw and WOt+I, qXZ implies W~t+t, qXZ. Also 
xT ,~,qxz  so that [z la -0  (modq) and [xl >t for all a~A.  By Lemma 3.6, zOu q 
f c  ~ome loop u and by Lemma 3.7, x Ot, q xu q. Hence x Ot, q xz Ot, q w Or, q y. [] 
By Example 1.3 and Theorem 2.8, it follows that 
Como, q • LI = LComo,  q for any q> 1 
and that 
Gco m * LI = LGco m 
where Gco m denotes the variety of abelian groups. Also let S~LComl,q;  then the 
graph congruence ~E on the graph Ge of idempotents of $1 satisfies xy ~E yx  and 
x C ~ x q + ~ for any loops x, y. Thus whenever x -  z, we get 
xyz ¢~E (XY) q+ I Z = x( yx)qyz fie xyz( yx) q t~E Zyx( yx) q Je. Zyx 
and dE is also a Com-congruence. This says that LComl, q c_ Com• LI: it can in fact 
be shown [4] that LColnl, q=Coml,  q .L l .  Example 1.4 shows that LComt, q~ 
Corn • LI when t _> 2. 
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